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[57] ABSTRACT 
In a single anchor leg mooring system, the submerged 
hose arm pivotally connected to the upstanding ?uid 
cargo pipe is provided with a buoyancy tank and bal 
last weight located substantially outwardly from the 
pipe and beneath the center line of the buoyancy tank. 
As the pipe oscillates due to wind and wave action on 
the mooring buoy, the tendency of the hose arm to 
rock correspondingly is counteracted by the tendency 
of the ballast weight to remain in or return to its stable 
position vertically beneath the supporting buoyancy 
tank. This stabilizing means prevents excessive strains 
on the attached hose as the arm may otherwise droop 
too far down or rise too far above the optimum posi 
tion. ' 

2 Claims, 6 Drawing Figures 
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SUBMERGED HOSE ARM STABILIZING MEANS 
FOR SINGLE POINT MOORING SYSTEMS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to so-called single point or sin 
gle anchor leg mooring systems and consists particu~ 
larly in novel means for stabilizing the hose arm pivot 
ally connected to the upstanding cargo pipe and pro 
jecting laterally therefrom. 
A single anchor leg mooring system as illustrated, for 

instance, in Flory et al. US. Pat. No. 3,641,602 pro 
vides for mooring of very large vessels such as super 
tankers in the open sea and for transfer of cargo, as pe 
troleum, to and from the vessel through a ?oating hose 
or hoses and vertical pipes and/or hoses extending to a 
pipeline on the seabed. As the buoy and the upstanding 
pipe shaft oscillate and tilt due to wave and wind ac 
tion, the pivotally attached hose arm, which is aup 
ported by a buoyancy tank at its outer end, tends to 
correspondingly rock and may strike the buoy or cause 
excessive strains in the attached hose. Without the sta 
bilizing arrangement described herein, the hose arm 
has no vertical stability at all, except for the relatively 
ineffective restraint provided by the stiffness of the at 
tached hose leading to the water surface. This hose is 
usually extremely flexible and the proper alignment at 
the arm and hose often cannot be maintained satisfac 
torily even under calm weather conditions. This lack of 
stability causes the hose arm to droop too far down or 
to rise too high for satisfactory function of the hose 
arm. 

Consequently, the main object of the present inven 
tion is to provide means for avoiding excessive swivel~ 
ling and oscillation of the hose arm in a single anchor 
leg mooring system and to maintain the arm substan 
tially in its optimum position. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance with the invention, the hose arm, 
which is pivotally connected to the upstanding pipe ex 
tending between the mooring buoy chain and the sea 
bed anchor and extends laterally therefrom, is provided 
with distal buoyancy tank means for supporting the arm 
and hose connected thereto. In addition, a ballast 
weight is carried by the arm near its outer extremity 
and substantially beneath the longitudinal center line of 
the arm so that as the arm pivots in a vertical plane, the 
tendency of the weight to remain stably positioned ver 
tically beneath the buoyancy tank tends to counteract 
the forces tending to produce such arm pivoting. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In the accompanying drawings which illustrate the 
invention, 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a single anchor leg 

mooring and cargo transfer device. 
FIG. 2 is a schematic top view showing the hose arm 

portion of the device. 
FIG. 3 is a side view of the structure in FIG. 2. 
FIGS. 4, 5, and 6 are schematic views showing the 

hose arm in its optimum position and swivelled to vari 
ous positions vertically and illustrating the compensat 
ing effect of the invention. 
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DESCRIPTION OF AN EXEMPLARY 
EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION 

FIG. 1 illustrates a single anchor leg mooring appara 
tus including a base portion 8 ?rmly anchored 'to the 
seabed and into which the seabed pipeline 9 extends. 
Pipeline 9 communicates with an upstanding pipe shaft 
10 connected to the base by a universal joint 11 and ex 
tends to a buoy chain 12 which at its upper end is at 
tached to a buoy 13 having a bracket 14 to which the 
vessel mooring line 15 may be attached. At the top of 
the pipe shaft 10 there is provided a horizontally rota 
ble coupling 16 having horizontally opposed swivel 
joints 17 and 18 from which project the yoke 19 form— 
ing the laterally projecting hose arm to which is con 
nected the hose 20 leading to the tanker or other vessel 
to be serviced. This mooring and cargo transfer ar 
rangement, as more fully described and claimed in 
Flory et al. US. Pat. No. 3,641,602, enables the vessel 
secured by mooring line 15 to rotate about the mooring 
apparatus under the in?uence of wind and waves with 
minimum mooring line forces and without the danger 
of fouling or damaging the hose 20, or other compo 
nents of the mooring facility. 
A buoyancy tank 24 is mounted on hose arm 19 near 

the outer extremity thereof. However, in case of severe 
rocking or tilting of pipe shaft 10 or in case there is a 
change in the speci?c gravity of the cargo inside the 
hose 20, the attitude of yoke-arm l9 and the hose 20 
may be altered such that the hose may drop or rise ex 
cessively, possibly causing the arm to strike the buoy or 
pipe 10 or otherwise endanger hose 20 or the hose arm. 
In order to avoid such dangerous conditions, the ballast 
weight 25 is rigidly supported beneath the center line 
of arm 19 and at a substantial distance outwardly from 
pipe 10. While ballast weight 25 is shown supported 
substantially vertically beneath the buoyancy tank 24, 
this arrangement is not essential. Rather the weight 
should be positioned so that in its normal stable posi 
tion the arm will be in its optimum position relative to 
pipe 10 and its connected hose 20. Preferably, the ' 
buoyancy of ?oat 24 substantially equals the excess 
weight of the hose arm and the’ ballast 25. 

Operation 
As arm 19 tends to pivot above (FIG. 5) or below 

(FIG. 6) its optimum position (FIG. 4), the effective 
moment arm of ballast weight 25 will be, respectively, 
increased or decreased by the value “a sin a” (FIGS. 
5 and 6). This results in a restoring or stabilizing force 
substantially equal to 

Q ' a ' sin a 

where Q is the submerged weight of ballast 25, a’ is the 
distance between the center of the buoyancy force and 
the ballast weight 25 (FIG. 4), and “a sin a” is the mo 
ment arm increment upon tilting of the hose arm. The 
relationship of buoyancy tank 24 and ballast 25 may be 
varied, particularly in order to vary the optimum posi-_ 
tioning of the hose arm from that shown in FIG.v 4. 
The particular form of mooring apparatus is not es 

sential and others may be substituted; for instance, the 
swivelling hose and anchor line connections may be 
provided in the base of the apparatus. The invention 
‘may be modi?ed in various respects as will occur to 
those skilled in the art, and the exclusive use ofall mod 
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ifications as come within the scope of the appended 
claims is contemplated. 

I claim: 
1. In a single point mooring system of the type having 

a buoy with means for mooring of a vessel thereto, a 
base anchored to the sea bottom, an upstanding cargo 
pipe shaft pivotally connected to said base and extend 
ing upwardly therefrom, a hose arm projecting laterally 
from the upper portion of said pipe shaft, a hose ex 
tending from said arm for carrying cargo to and from 
a vessel moored to said buoy, buoyancy tank means for 
supporting said arm in substantial alignment with said 
hose, and a pivotal connection between said arm and 
said pipe shaft permitting vertical swivelling of said arm 
relative to said pipe shaft, and hose arm stabilizing 
means comprising a ballast weight carried by said arm 
substantially laterally outwardly of said pipe shaft and 
substantially beneath the center of buoyancy of said 
arm and buoyancy tank means thereby causing a stabi 
lizing effect which counteracts external forces tending 
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to dislodge the arm from its proper position. 

2. In a single point mooring system of the type having 
a buoy with means for mooring of a vessel thereto, a 
base anchored to the sea bottom, a structure pivotally 
connected to'said base and extending upwardly there 
from, a hose arm projecting laterally from said struc 
ture, a hose extending from said arm for carrying cargo 
to and from a vessel moored to said buoy, buoyancy 
tank means for supporting said arm in substantial align 
ment with said hose, a pivotal connection between said 
arm and said pipe shaft permitting vertical swivelling of 
said arm relative to said pipe shaft, and hose arm stabi 
lizing means comprising a ballast weight carried by said 
arm substantially laterally outwardly of said pipe shaft 
and substantially beneath the center of buoyancy of 
said arm and buoyancy tank means thereby causing a 
stabilizing effect which counteracts external forces 
tending to dislodge the arm from its proper position. 

* * * * * ' 


